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"Ugly Betty" Is Beginning To Annoy Me
Not the show itself, which is quite charming when it ignores the more

ludicrous plotlines that the show has introduced. What's annoying me

is the show's depiction of Betty's 12 year old nephew Justin (played by

Mark Indelicato). Justin is flamboyantly gay, but the producers keep

insisting that we shouldn't read any sexual orientation into the

character just because he's different. They've also suggested -- and

others have agreed -- that we're being prejudiced and embracing

stereotypes if we assume that every little boy that doesn't fit into a

particular mold must be gay. Well, okay, I thought, maybe the kid is

just different. There are straight kids who love theater and don't love

sports. Maybe I am being stupidly narrow-minded. The only problem?

Justin is CLEARLY and FLAMBOYANTLY and SUPREMELY GAY. No,

gay people do not all fit into stereotypes, but people who do fit every

darn stereotype under the sun are in fact almost invariably gay. Justin

puts on "Thanksgiving: The Musical" for his family, he loves fashion

and wants to sit next to Betty to discuss Stella McCartney's new fall

line, when his mom says someone special is coming for Thanksgiving

he thinks it's Martha Stewart because he entered a contest to win

dinner with her, he prances about the apartment and when his dad

gives him a jock strap he of course has no clue what it is but holds it up

to his face like a mask and squeals with delight, "Look ma, I'm the

Phantom of the Opera," while he floats about the room.

Hey, I really like Justin and the fact that even his estranged dad kind

of, sort of accepts that he's "different." But I'm sorry, the kid is

CLEARLY intended to be gay. He could be different or like fashion or

be an odd duck in a million different ways but every single line this kid

utters is coded behavior that inescapably indicates the boy is gay. So

why have they created this adorable, positive gay role model of a kid

(Justin is comfortable with himself, clearly) and then waste time

denying what they've done?

One possibility is the young actor himself. He's only 12 and in the

article linked to above he explicitly says we aren't supposed to assume

his character is gay just because he acts super-gay every single moment

he's onscreen. Now, when casting a gay kid, movie and TV people have

a delicate tightrope to walk, even today. By and large, you cast kids who
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